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A B S T R A C T   

Recent studies have shown that titanium matrix composites have potential for load-bearing biomedical implants 
due to their improved tribocorrosion behaviour compared to Ti and its alloys. However, lack of bioactivity re-
mains as a concern due to bioinert Ti matrix and the fact that most reinforcement phases are also bioinert. In this 
work, biofunctionalized Ti-Al2O3 composites were produced by performing micro-arc oxidation treatment on the 
Ti-Al2O3 composites processed by hot-pressing technique. The overall microstructure consisted of Al2O3 particles 
dispersed within a biofunctionalized Ti matrix having a micro-porous structure rich in Ca and P elements. The 
corrosion behaviour of the composites was greatly improved after MAO treatment, whereas the tribocorrosion 
behaviour of the composites was also further improved after MAO treatment.   

1. Introduction 

Despite being widely used in hip-implants, Ti and its alloys still face 
some clinical concerns, such as low tribocorrosion resistance and lack of 
bioactivity. Regarding tribocorrosion resistance, it is well known that 
the addition of hard ceramic particles into a metal matrix can signifi-
cantly improve the wear resistance of the metal matrix [1]. For that 
reason, titanium matrix composites (TMCs) have found several appli-
cations in the automotive and aerospace sectors and can also have po-
tential in biomedical field, especially in load bearing orthopaedic 
implants. In the last few years some studies have reported that TMCs 
show a significant improvement on tribocorrosion behaviour compared 
to Ti, through reduced tendency to corrosion as well as reduced corro-
sion kinetics under a fretting or sliding action. Furthermore, a significant 
reduction in wear volume was also usually reported [2–4]. Among all 
the possible reinforcement phases, alumina (Al2O3), being a well know 
biomaterial, can be considered as an interesting choice to produce TMCs 
for biomedical applications. Alumina has been widely used in biomed-
ical implants, being first used to replace the typical metallic femoral 
head of hip implants and today it is still used together with ultra-high 
molecular weight polyethylene which is a part of the acetabular 
component [5]. 

In total hip replacement, alumina-alumina bearings are known to be 

one of the most resistant to wear. Furthermore, low rate of osteolysis has 
also been reported due to exceptional wear resistance and low surface 
roughness of alumina [6–9]. Similar coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE) with Ti matrix and excellent compressive strength also make 
alumina a potential candidate for TMCs [10,11]. Ti-Al2O3 composites 
have shown good mechanical properties [12–14], overall good corro-
sion behaviour, even under acidic environments [15,16] and improved 
wear resistance [2], however tribocorrosion behaviour is still poorly 
understood. 

Since most reinforcement phases are bioinert, the bioactivity of such 
composites continues to be an issue. While Ti-hydroxyapatite or Ti- 
bioactive glass composites have been reported to improve the bioac-
tivity of Ti [17–20] their tribocorrosion behaviour is still poorly 
understood. 

In order to improve the bioactivity, a range of surface modification 
techniques can be used, through thermal spraying, physical vapor 
deposition, chemical vapor deposition, coatings and anodic treatment 
(AT) [21,22]. AT is a promising technique since it can produce an oxide 
layer with tailored chemical and mechanical properties, as well with 
improved bioactivity and osteointegration capabilities [22–29]. 
Furthermore this technique has also been commercially used in dental 
implants [30]. Micro-arc oxidation (MAO) is a regime of AT, where 
several hundreds of voltage are used to produce a porous, crystalline, 
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and thick TiO2 layer that is recognized to improve the bioactivity of Ti 
[22–26]. Depending on the electrolyte composition, it is possible to 
incorporate bioactive elements on this layers, such as Ca and/or P. As an 
example, an electrolyte consisting of mixture of calcium acetate and 
beta-glycerophosphate disodium salt pentahydrate can be used to 
incorporate Ca and P and, depending on the processing conditions, Ca/P 
ratio can be controled [27,31]. In addition to the improved bioactivity, 
MAO layers also present other advantages that are of extreme impor-
tance for biomedical devices, such as reduced stiffness mismatches and 
additional corrosion and tribocorrosion resistance [32]. Ti-Al2O3 com-
posites with a biofuncationalized titanium matrix could have potential 
to improve both the tribocorrosion and bioactivity of Ti. While the ad-
vantages of MAO treatment on Ti and Ti alloys have been widely re-
ported in the last years, its effect on TMC surfaces is unknown, not only 
from a structure standpoint, but also its effects on the corrosion and 
tribocorrosion behaviour. One of the most critical aspects of TMCs re-
sides in the interface between the Ti matrix and the reinforcement 
phases, as these interfaces will play an important role on the final 
properties of the composite, not only on the mechanical properties but 
also on the overall corrosion and tribocorrosion behaviour. Studies have 
shown that TiAl and Ti3Al intermetallic phases form between Ti and 
Al2O3 due to their reaction during processing [2,12,15,16]. Addition-
ally, the extension of this reaction will depend on the processing pa-
rameters such as processing temperature. Thus the objective of this work 
was to introduce biofunctionalized (MAO-treated) Ti-Al2O3 composites 
processed at two distinct temperatures as an alternative material for 
load-bearing implants and to study its corrosion and tribocorrosion 
behaviour. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Processing 

Ti matrix composites reinforced with 5% vol. of Al2O3 particles were 
processed by powder metallurgy. Both Ti grade 2 and 99.8% purity 
Al2O3 powders had irregular shapes (Fig. 1) with the particle size dis-
tribution presented on Table 1. Ball milling was used to mix the powders 
for 4 h at 120 rpm with the help of Al2O3 balls (ø 10 mm), under Ar 
atmosphere. Powder blends were placed in a zirconia coated graphite 
mould (10 mm inner diameter) in order to process samples with 3 mm of 
thickness. Hot-pressing was then carried out at high vacuum (≤10− 5 

mbar) during 30 min under an applied pressure of 40 MPa. Two different 
sintering temperatures were used, namely 1000 ◦C and 1100 ◦C, 1100 ◦C 
was chosen based on a previous work [2], while 1000 ◦C was chosen in 
order to reduce the degree of reaction between the Al2O3 particles and 
the Ti matrix and observe its effect on the corrosion and tribocorrosion 

behaviour of these composites. 
Unreinforced Ti samples were also processed under identical con-

ditions and used as control group. Depending on the sintering temper-
ature, samples groups are referred as Ti_1000C and Ti-5Al2O3_1000C, 
Ti_1100C and Ti-5Al2O3_1100C. Before characterization and testing all 
samples were grinded down to 2400 mesh SiC papers and then mirror 
finished until 0.04 μm with colloidal silica suspension. Samples were 
then cleaned by propanol and distilled water in an ultrasonic bath for 10 
and 5 min, respectively, and kept in a desiccator for 24 h prior to each 
test to obtain similar surface conditions. 

2.2. Biofunctionalization 

Biofunctionalization was conducted in an electrochemical cell con-
nected to a DC power supply (Agilent technologies N5772A), as shown 
in detail in Fig. 2. MAO treatment was performed under a turbulent 
regime by means of a magnetic stirrer spinning at 200 rpm. A constant 
voltage of 300 V was applied for 1 min with an imposed current limit of 
2.5 A. A mixture of 0.35 M of calcium acetate monohydrate (CA, Sigma- 
Aldrich) and 0.02 M of β-glycerophosphate disodium salt pentahydrate 
(β-GP, Alfa Aesar) was used as electrolyte. Hereafter, ‘_MAO’ was added 
to the previous nomenclature in order to identify the biofunctionalized 
samples. 

2.3. Electrochemical tests 

The electrochemical behaviour was evaluated at body temperature 
(37 ± 2 ◦C) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution (0.24 g/L 
KH2PO4, 0.2 g/L KCl, 1.44 g/L Na2HPO4 8 g/L NaCl) having a pH 
adjusted to 7.4. Open circuit potential (OCP) was monitored until sta-
bilization (∆E < 60 mV/h), followed by electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, which were scanned with a rate of 7 
points per decade starting at 105 Hz until 10− 2 Hz with an amplitude of 
the sinusoidal signal set at 10 mV. Finally, potentiodynamic polarization 
tests were performed by scanning at 1 mV/s a potential range from − 0.2 
Vocp to 1.5 VAg/AgCl. For all electrochemical tests, a standard three- 
electrode setup was used consisting in a saturated Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode, a platinum (Pt) wire as counter electrode and the sample as 
working electrode. All the electrodes were connected to a Gamry 

Fig. 1. SE SEM images of the raw Ti and Al2O3 powders.  

Table 1 
Particle size distribution for Ti and Al2O3 powders.   

D[v,0.1] (μm) D[v,0.5] (μm) D[v,0.9] (μm) 

Ti  10  25  44 
Al2O3  17  42  71  
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Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA (model Referece-600+). The general 
setup is described in Fig. 2. 

2.4. Tribocorrosion tests 

Tribocorrosion tests were performed in an identical PBS solution at 
body temperature. A tribo-electrochemical cell, placed in a tribometer 
(CETR-UMT2) with a ball-on-plate configuration and reciprocating 
stage, was used for all the tests, where an Al2O3 ball (ø 10 mm) slid 
against the untreated and MAO treated samples, as described in detail in 
Fig. 2. The OCP values were monitored before sliding until stabilization 
(∆E < 60 mV/h), under sling and after sliding for 1800 s. Coefficient of 
friction (COF) values were also monitored during sliding. The sliding 
action was performed under a 1 N of applied normal load (corresponds 
to a maximum Hertzian contact pressure for CP Ti of 0.41 GPa) during 
30 min with 1 Hz frequency and total stroke length of 3 mm. The elec-
trochemical tests were performed using a Gamry Potentiostat/Galva-
nostat/ZRA (model Referece-600) with a two-electrode set-up, where 
the samples were connected as working electrode and saturated Ag/ 
AgCl reference electrode. 

2.5. Characterization 

The microstructures were analysed by field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope (FEG-SEM, FEI Nova 200), and the chemical com-
positions by EDAX energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The 
crystalline structures of the MAO layers were evaluated by X-ray 
diffraction (Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer) at 40 kV with Cu Kα 
radiation. The overall hardness of the untreated samples was evaluated 
trough Vickers macro-hardness tests performed using an Officine Galileo 
Mod. D200 tester by applying 30 kgf load during 15 s by a mean of 5 
indentations per sample, using 3 samples per condition. After tribo-
corrosion tests, samples were cleaned with the same cleaning procedure 
used on the metallographic preparation. The microstructures of the 
worn surfaces were then evaluated parallel to the sliding direction with 
the same FEG-SEM equipment and the wear track profiles were obtained 
by profilometry (Veeco, Dektak 150). 

3. Results 

3.1. Characterization 

The overall microstructure of the as-processed composites, MAO 
treated Ti and MAO treated composites can be seen in the back scattered 
electron (BSE) and secondary electron (SE) SEM images presented in 
Fig. 3. Both Ti-Al2O3 composites presented a uniform distribution of 
reinforcement phases, with no signs of agglomerations. As it can be seen 
on the higher magnification images, a reaction zone between the Al2O3 
particles and the Ti matrix was formed due to reaction between Ti and 
Al2O3. Comparing both processing temperatures, thicker reaction zones 
were obtained on Ti-Al2O3_1100C composites. On average, the thickness 
of the reaction zones was measured as 6 ± 1 and 11 ± 3 μm for com-
posites processed at 1000 and 1100 ◦C, respectively. 

Further inspection revealed that in both groups the reaction zone was 
formed by two distinct phases, marked in the figures as Z1 and Z2, where 
Z1 was much more predominant on composites processed at 1100 ◦C. 
The area ratio between the reaction zone and the Al2O3 particle 
increased with the increasing processing temperature, 1.16 and 2.95 for 
Ti-Al2O3_1000C and Ti-Al2O3_1100C, respectively. 

EDS analysis showed that in both groups, Z1 and Z2 were constituted 
by a mixture of Ti and Al, with Z1 presenting Ti/Al at.% ratios close to 1 
and Z2 showing Ti/Al ratios close to 3. The reaction products of Ti +
Al2O3 belong to the Ti-Al-O system, where compounds such as Ti3Al, 
TiAl, TiAl2 and TiAl3 and titanium oxides such as TiO and TiO2 can be 
formed at the interface [33]. However due to limited diffusion capability 
of oxygen and high instability of TiAl2 and TiAl3 compounds at high 
temperatures [33], the reaction products are almost always TiAl and 
Ti3Al [11,34,35], where the reaction sequence at 1100 ◦C is Al2O3/TiAl/ 
Ti3Al/Ti [11,34]. The results obtained were highly in accordance with 
the literature since Z1 corresponded to TiAl (Ti/Al ratio ≈ 1) and Z2 
corresponded to Ti3Al (Ti/Al ratio ≈ 3). It has also been reported that 
Ti3Al is the first to be formed and, after Al enrichment, the formation of 
TiAl occurs. With low residence time and/or low temperature, the for-
mation of TiAl can be reduced or avoided [33,36], that was probably the 
case on Ti-Al2O3_1000C composites, where the reaction zones tended to 

Fig. 2. General setup used in MAO treatments, together with corrosion and tribocorrosion tests.  
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be smaller and Z1 was much less predominant. Regarding the MAO 
treated groups, the typical volcano-like structure, usually reported in 
literature [31,37-39], was obtained for both unreinforced Ti groups, 
with no discernible differences between them. Ca/P at.% ratios were 
calculated as 3.02 ± 0.05 and 3.15 ± 0.12 for Ti_1000C_MAO and 
Ti_1100C_MAO respectively. XRD spectra, Fig. 3e, revealed a similar 
crystalline structure consisting of Ti and TiO2 in the form of anatase and 
rutile phases. 

For composite groups, MAO treatment led to the formation of the 
typical volcano-like structure. However, the MAO layer formed on the 
reaction zone seems to have some differences when compared with the 
one formed on Ti matrix, namely on the pores size and structure (Fig. 3d 
and f). 

In addition, the cross sections also revealed on Ti matrix the usual 
MAO layer structure composed of a thin compact film next to the sub-
strate followed by an inner and an outer porous layer [31]. However, the 
MAO layer formed on the reaction zone seems to be more heterogeneous 
and it is not possible to distinguish the two porous layers. XRD spectra 
presented in Fig. 3e, revealed the same crystalline structure obtained for 
Ti, being a mixture of anatase and rutile phases, with no discernible 
differences between all of the groups. Ca/P at.% ratio for composite 
groups were calculated as 2.96 ± 0.28 and 3.01 ± 0.07 for Ti- 
5Al2O3_1000C_MAO and Ti-5Al2O3_1100C_MAO, respectively, which 
were also in the same value ranges as the ones obtained for Ti groups. 

3.2. Corrosion 

Representative potentiodynamic polarization curves for untreated 
and biofunctionalized groups can be seen on Fig. 4. The average values 
obtained for OCP (Eocp), corrosion potential (E(i=0)) and passive current 
density (ipass) can be seen on Table 2. For untreated samples, all the 
groups presented a well-defined passivation plateau, starting around 
0.25 VAg/AgCl for groups processed at 1000 ◦C and around 0.50 VAg/AgCl 
for groups processed at 1100 ◦C. Ti and composites processed at 1100 ◦C 
presented slightly lower ipass and higher Eocp values while E(i=0) values 
were very similar to groups processed at 1000 ◦C. Comparing the general 
corrosion behaviour of untreated groups, it was observed that Ti- 
Al2O3_1100C group presented a distinct behaviour, where an abrupt 
increase in corrosion current density values was observed at 1.07 ± 0.19 
as VAg/AgCl. Reinforcement phases may improve the corrosion behaviour 
of the base material by acting as inert physical barrier to corrosion [3] or 
by grain refinement of the metal matrix which may increase the quality 
of the native oxide film [40]. On the other hand, these reinforcement 
phases may also jeopardize the corrosion behaviour. Galvanic coupling 
between different phases including the metal matrix, reinforcement 
particles and/or phases formed at the reaction zones may lead to 
dissolution of the metal matrix and/or the reinforcement phases. [41]. 
On the other hand, the presence of porosity or defects at the interface 
between reinforcement/reaction zones/matrix interfaces may also lead 
to decreased corrosion resistance by leading to the formation of het-
erogeneities on the native oxide film [42,43]. Recent studies by 

Fig. 3. Overall microstructure of the as-processed and biofunctionalized composites, Cross section BSE images from Ti-Al2O3_1100C group and XRD spectra for MAO 
treated groups. 
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Bahraminasab et al. [15,16] showed that adding Al2O3 particles into a Ti 
matrix, may have a dual effect on the corrosion behaviour of the com-
posites. On one hand the presence of Al2O3 particles lead to an 
improvement of the overall corrosion resistance when compared with 
unreinforced Ti, due to the formation of a higher quality native oxide 
film, however for higher percentages of reinforcement phases, the au-
thors reported that the corrosion behaviour was lower than unreinforced 
Ti, probably due to higher percentages of TiAl and Ti3Al brittle phases 
which may have increased susceptibility to corrosion. Rocha et al. [34] 
showed that the corrosion behaviour of Ti/Al2O3 interfaces was heavily 
influenced by the presence of TiAl intermetallic phase, as this phase was 
found to be corrosion susceptible. Accordingly, the corrosion behaviour 
obtained for Ti-Al2O3_1100C group may be explained by the presence of 
more interfacial zones. 

After MAO treatment all the groups presented a considerable in-
crease in corrosion resistance as can be seen by the almost 2 decades 
decrease in ipass values. The corrosion behaviour is characterized by a 
well-defined passivation plateau, where the current density values have 
a range of variation of about half a decade. A similar increase in 
corrosion resistance on MAO treated Ti has previously been reported 
[39,44]. 

The improvement on the corrosion behaviour is associated to the 
formation of a triplex layer, having a dense barrier layer between the Ti 
substrate and the outer porous layers with improved corrosion resis-
tance [31,39]. By analysing the potentiodynamic polarization curves 
and the values presented on Table 2, no discernible differences between 

the MAO treated groups were observed. The presence of Al2O3 particles 
and adjacent reaction zones in the Ti matrix did not jeopardize the good 
corrosion behaviour of these layers, additionally the possible adverse 
effect of the reaction zones observed on Ti-Al2O3_1100C group was 
completely avoided, as the Ti-Al2O3_1100C_MAO group presented 
similar behaviour to the other MAO groups. In addition, the heterog-
onies observed on the MAO layer for this groups did not affect the 
overall corrosion behaviour. 

3.3. Tribocorrosion behaviour 

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of OCP before, during and after sliding 
action, as well as the evolution of COF values during sliding for all the 
groups. Before sliding, all the untreated groups presented stable OCP 
values due to formation of a stable native oxide film. Immediately after 
sliding started, all the groups presented a sharp decrease in OCP values 
due to the mechanical damage given to the native oxide film and 
consequence exposure of fresh metallic areas to the electrolyte. For Ti 
groups, OCP values dropped 670 ± 90 and 837 ± 50 mV for Ti_1100C 
and Ti_1000C respectively, while composite groups presented OCP 
drops of 490 ± 17 and 527 ± 81 mV for Ti-Al2O3_1100C and Ti- 
Al2O3_1000C respectively. Overall, no significant differences were 
observed on OCP evolution between both Ti and composites groups. 

During sliding, large fluctuations on OCP and respective COF values 
were observed for all the untreated groups. This behaviour can be 
attributed to the continuous formation and breaking of discontinuous 
tribolayers, which can be seen on BSE SEM images shown in Fig. 6. 
These tribolayers, which were formed due to compaction of wear debris 
on the wear track, gave limited protection against corrosion, as they 
protected the metallic area to some extent, and consequently an increase 
in OCP values was observed. When these tribolayers reached a critical 
thickness and broke, fresh metallic areas were exposed to the electrolyte 
and a consequent decrease in OCP values was observed. This behaviour 
was also reflected on the COF values, where an increase in OCP is 
accompanied by an increase in COF, which is related with the increase in 
surface roughness due to formation of these tribolayers. Overall, COF 
values were lower for both composite groups, which can be attributed to 
the low COF alumina-alumina tribological contacts happening to some 
extent on the wear track, as well as the less formation of tribolayers, due 
to less metallic area being available for material pull-out and also due to 
overall higher hardness of the composite surfaces. Immediately after 
sliding, OCP values rapidly recovered to the ones observed before sliding 
due to repassivation of the worn zones. 

All the MAO treated groups presented a substantial improvement on 
the tribocorrosion behaviour. Before sliding, these groups presented 
considerably lower tendency to corrosion due to the protective nature of 
the MAO layers. During the entire time of sliding, no noticeable drops in 
OCP values were observed, suggesting that not enough mechanical 
damage was given to reach the bulk material. SE and BSE SEM images of 
the worn surfaces are given in Fig. 7 showing the typical volcano-like 
structure on the worn areas. The high wear resistance of MAO layers 
has been attributed to the high hardness of anatase and rutile phases, 
where rutile is probably more effective since it possesses higher hardness 
than anatase [37]. COF evolution was very similar for all MAO treated 
groups, characterized by a run-in period in the initial 200–600 s, and 
then a slowly increase in COF values were observed until the end of 
sliding. 

Fig. 6 shows representative BSE SE SEM images of the worn surfaces 
for untreated groups. Both Ti groups presented similar morphology, 
where the worn surfaces were composed of discontinuous tribolayers 
and parallel grooves to the sliding direction. During sliding, a consid-
erable amount of metal may be pulled out from the wear track by the 
counter-body due to adhesive wear, as confirmed by the chemical 
analysis performed on the counter-body surfaces (Fig. 6). Consequently, 
this adhered material can transfer repetitively between the sliding sur-
faces and may be compacted on the wear track, leading to the formation 

Fig. 4. Potentiodynamic polarization curves for all the conditions.  

Table 2 
Ecorr, E(i=0) and ipass values for all tested groups.  

Group Ecorr (V) E(i=0) (V) ipass (μAcm2) 

Ti_1000C − 0.14 ± 0.01 − 0.15 ± 0.02 8.35 ± 0.70 
Ti_1000C_MAO 0.39 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 
Ti-Al2O3_1000C − 0.15 ± 0.04 − 0.16 ± 0.01 9.64 ± 1.36 
Ti-Al2O3_1000C_MAO 0.33 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.01 
Ti_1100C − 0.03 ± 0.01 − 0.12 ± 0.01 6.24 ± 1.30 
Ti_1100C_MAO 0.27 ± 0.10 0.11 ± 0.10 0.07 ± 0.03 
Ti-Al2O3_1100C 0.02 ± 0.01 − 0.16 ± 0.03 4.63 ± 0.40 
Ti-Al2O3_1100C_MAO 0.36 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.01  
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Fig. 5. Evolution of OCP before, during and after sliding, together with the respective COF values registered during sliding.  

Fig. 6. BSE and SE SEM images of the worn surfaces for untreated groups after tribocorrosion tests together with SE SEM images of the Al2O3 balls used as counter- 
body and respective overall chemical composition of these surfaces. 
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of tribolayers, adhered to the counter-body and/or move freely on the 
wear track. Due to repetitive transfer of material, this adhered material 
tends to get harder and act as an abrasive, leading to the formation of 
grooves on the worn surfaces. Besides, non-adhered, freely moving wear 
debris can act as an extra abrasive. Composite groups also presented 
similar features, where discontinuous tribolayers and grooves were 
observed on the wear tracks. Additionally, it was observed that Ti- 
Al2O3_1100C group presented some Al2O3 particle detachments and 
small cracks perpendicular to the sliding direction, whereas these fea-
tures were not observed on Ti-Al2O3_1000C group. Fig. 8 shows optical 
microscope images of representative Vickers indentation for each com-
posite group. As can be seen, the indentations performed on Ti- 
Al2O3_1100C group lead to the formation of cracks at the corners of the 

indentation, which are in accordance with a Palmqvist crack system, 
also reported by other authors on Ti-Al2O3 systems [12]. The length of 
these cracks may be used to estimate fracture toughness (Kc) by the 
means of Eq. (1), where Hv is Vickers hardness, a is half of the diagonal 
of the Vickers indentation, l is the length of the crack starting from the 
corner of the indentation and E is the Young's modulus. The E values 
used in the calculations were estimated by rule of mixtures by taking in 
consideration reported Young's modulus from CP Ti 2 and Al2O3 (around 
120 GPa and 380 GPa, respectively [12]). 

KC = 0.0264(Hva)
(

E
HV

)0.4(
l− 0.5) (1) 

The Kc values for Ti-Al2O3_1100C group were estimated as 6.6 ± 0.4 

Fig. 7. BSE and SE SEM images of the worn surfaces for MAO treated groups after tribocorrosion tests.  

Fig. 8. Representative optical microscope (OM) images of Vickers indentations for each composite group.  
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MPa⋅m0.5, which are considerably lower than the ones usually observed 
for CP Ti grade 2 (≈60 MPa⋅m0.5 [45]). Since these cracks were not 
present on Ti-Al2O3_1000C group, it was not possible to estimate Kc 
values by this method. However, it is reasonable to assume that this 
group presented higher fracture toughness by the fact that these cracks 
around the indentations were not observed. Bahraminasab et al. [14] 
reported that the low fracture toughness of Ti-Al2O3 composites was 
often associated with the formation of Ti3Al and TiAl intermetallic 
phases, characterized by their brittle nature. In addition, these phases 
may also lead to Al2O3 particle pull-out due to low strength ceramic/ 
matrix interface. The morphology observed on the wear tracks for Ti- 
Al2O3_1100C group are most probably related to these factors. Due to 
higher processing temperature, a higher amount of TiAl and Ti3Al 
intermetallic were obtained, due to higher area of reaction zones. During 
sliding, even relatively lower contact pressures may induce the forma-
tion and propagation of cracks. If these cracks are propagated trough the 
intermetallic phases surrounding the Al2O3 particles, particle pull-out 
may occur. Thus, due to lower amount of such intermetallic phases on 
Ti-Al2O3_1000C group and consequently higher fracture toughness, no 
visible cracks were formed during sliding, at least under these 
conditions. 

The worn surfaces of MAO treated groups can be seen on Fig. 7. 
Under these conditions, no significant wear was observed for any of the 
treated groups, hence, BSE images showing no evidence of considerable 
metallic area being exposed to the electrolyte. The worn surfaces pre-
sented a smoother appearance once the outer pores were compacted/ 
abraded by the counter-body. Additionally, the adjacent pores on the 
lower topographic planes served as wear debris reservoirs, where wear 
debris compacted inside the pores could be seen. Important to note that 
for Ti_1000C_MAO group, some detachments of the outer porous layer 
were observed, where the volcano-like structure was lost. Nevertheless, 
chemical analysis in these zones still showed considerable amount of Ca 
and P elements, although the Ca/P ratio decreased to about 0.99. SE 
SEM images and chemical analysis of the counter-body surfaces are also 
presented in Fig. 7. Very small amounts of Ti were found on the counter- 
body surfaces, probably due to some material transfer from the TiO2 
MAO layer during sliding action. 

No considerable differences were observed between the MAO treated 
composites. As can be seen on the SE SEM images given in Fig. 7, the 
majority of Al2O3 particles were in lower topographic planes than the 
outer porous layer and under these testing conditions, no significant 
wear damage was done on the MAO surfaces exposing the reinforcing 
particles to the counter-material. Thus, under these tribological testing 
conditions, on MAO treated composites, direct role of the reinforcing 
particles on wear resistance by the load-carrying effect was not signifi-
cantly occurred. Instead, indirect effect of the particle incorporation 
probably improved the overall wear resistance by strengthening the 
matrix and increasing the hardness of the base material. 

Representative wear track profiles together with the average wear 
volume values for untreated groups can be seen on Fig. 9. Since no 
significant wear was observed on the MAO treated groups, it was not 
possible to measure wear volume loss for these groups. Ti groups pre-
sented practically the same behaviour with no differences on the 
average wear volume loss values. Composites presented about 50% 
reduction in wear volume loss, with Ti-Al2O3_1000C group showing the 
lowest values, which is probably attributed to the increased fracture 
toughness compared to the other composite group. 

The corrosion and tribocorrosion behaviour of Ti-Al2O3 composites 
were improved after MAO treatment, with an expected improvement on 
biological behaviour considering that the overall structure of the MAO 
layers, in terms of chemical/phase composition as well as morphology, 
were very similar to the ones already reported on Ti [46]. Even though, 
before considering these composites for load-bearing implants in contact 
with bone, the tribological consequences of the relative motions on 
bones against these composites should be investigated in depth. After-
wards, surface composition and topography should be optimized in 

order to obtain the optimum tribo-electrochemical and biological 
performance. 

3.4. Conclusions 

Ti-Al2O3 composites with a biofunctionalized Ti matrix were suc-
cessfully produced by performing MAO treatment on Ti-Al2O3 com-
posites. The extension of the reaction zone formed due to Ti and Al2O3 
reaction influenced the corrosion and tribocorrosion behaviour of the as 
processed composites. In addition, these reaction zones lead to some 
heterogeneities in the structure of the MAO layer. 

After MAO treatment, composites presented a significant improve-
ment on the corrosion behaviour, and the possible negative effect of the 
reaction zone was avoided. Composites showed an improvement on 
tribocorrosion behaviour compared to unreinforced Ti through reduced 
overall wear volume losses. After MAO treatment the tribocorrosion 
behaviour was further improved. 
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